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Dear XXXX, 
 

Thank you for instructing us to carry out a damp survey of XXXX. We understand you own 
the property and that the freeholder’s management company though that there might be 
dry rot in the kitchen and wish to have an opinion from an expert damp surveyor. Please 
inform us if we have misunderstood your instructions. 
 

OVERALL OPINION 
Overall the property appears to be in reasonable order. All buildings can be exposed to 
dampness to some degree. You will mitigate the risk of damp if you follow all our 
recommendations. This report is intended to be read in full. Observations and opinions must 
not be taken in isolation. Like any building, especially a period property, you need to be 
aware of the risks of damp arising in the future and plan a programme of prevention and 
maintenance accordingly.  
 

SURVEY OBJECTIVES  
Our damp and timber surveys are designed to: 
 identify the areas of unwanted dampness within the property, 
 identify the root cause of unwanted dampness, 
 identify the effects of dampness such as rotten timber, mould and infestation, 
 recommend remedial action, 

 

INDEPENDENCE AND METHODOLOGY 
Our only income is through damp survey fees. Our motivation is integrity and practical, 
durable solutions. We are independent of contractors and never profit from remedial work. 
We use chemical analysis to identify damp within walls. 
 

SURVEYOR’S DECLARATION 
I confirm that I inspected Flat XXXX on 6 September 2018. I conclude that at the time of the 
survey there was no evidence of dry rot in the kitchen nor reasons to suspect rising damp. 

 
 

Simon Hichens 
Simon Hichens BSc (Chemistry), AISSE (Institute of Specialist Surveyors & Engineers), CSDB 
Certificated Surveyor of Dampness in Buildings (Property Care Association, PCA) 
Expert Surveyor   Report 8 September 2018 
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ABOUT DAMP SURVEYS LTD  
Damp Surveys Ltd is an independent specialist damp surveying company incorporated 
following the development of analytical technology employed to rapidly and accurately 
differentiate types of damp. Our confidence in our analytical equipment allows us to 
categorically state whether or not there is a risk of rising damp. If we are satisfied that there 
is minimal risk of rising damp, we can offer a warranty subject to application and conditions. 
 

Independence is key to understanding how we operate and why we provide a unique service 
quite different to any other company. Many contractors, looking for chemical damp work, 
offer low cost, or sometimes “free” surveys. We do not and never will benefit financially 
from any recommended remediation. We are motivated to recommend optimal treatment 
to protect the property now and into the future. 
Your peace of mind is our goal, for you to be satisfied that the property will be properly 
protected against damp. 
 

 
THE PROPERTY   
The flat is the rear ground and first floor of a large Victorian mansion. Your kitchen door 
faces west. The building has an elevation of 11M above sea level in a low flood risk area of 
London (see http://checkmyfloodrisk.co.uk/ flood risk is a proxy for a high-water table, a 
necessity for rising damp). The water-table is well below ground level; therefore, the risk of 
rising damp is low. 
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Changes to the property’s original design 
The property has almost certainly been changed since its original design. Almost certainly 
the large metal platform providing 2nd floor access to the roof terrace was not part of the 
original design. The large steel beam across the top of the 1st floor bedroom wall will 
significantly reduce the temperature at the top of that wall at night especially in the cold of 
winter. Furthermore, the chimney breast no longer operates as a vent. 
 
It is likely that the kitchen floor was originally a suspended timber floor replaced with 
concrete. Often plaster is allowed to touch the solid floor, allowing any water that may have 
spilled, been rained on or condensed to rising up the plaster, as if it were rising damp. This 
not rising damp and is easy and cheap to remedy. 
 
The change to a property has the greatest single impact on damp, see recommendations. 
 

 
OBSERVATIONS 
Conditions during the survey 
Occupancy Occupied, furnished 
Weather Dry 
The previous 24 hours Dry 
Humidity  72%RH 
Temperature 21˚C Dew point 15.3˚C (see MouldPoint.co.uk) 
 
External 
• The chimneys, flashing and roof appeared to be functioning correctly – not all visible.  
• Rainwater goods all looked to be in good order, except where noted. It was not raining. 
• The brickwork appeared to be in reasonable order from a damp perspective. 
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FINDINGS 
The kitchen 

 
The above is an image of the kitchen. Dry rot can grow across poorly ventilated masonry, but 
it derives no nutrients from walls. Its source of nutrients is damp timber. There are no signs 
of dry rot to the timber skirting board, therefore we can conclude that there is no dry rot. 

 
Dampness is also evident behind the fridge on the same wall, which is likely to be a 
combination of penetrating damp and condensation. It is likely the plaster extends down to 
the solid floor in places allowing moisture to soak up the wall – see recommendations. 
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Tracing dampness through to the outside, we see distinct green algae on the white wall. 

 
Looking up, buddleia is growing, and the wall is green in places, both signs that the rainwater 
goods are failing. 
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Bedroom 

 
The bedroom skirting board and some of the joists have historic dry rot. It does not look 
active. Dry rot can survive a period of inactivity for 12 months. You informed me that you 
bought the property 3 years ago, and the rot was visible and has not changed since. It was 
noted that only one of each set of two joists was damaged, except the final set in the recess. 
It is unusual to find two joists together across a floor. We joked about the possible reason. 
On reflection it could be a sign that there has been rot in the past and that every second joist 
is different and or treated. 
 

 
Looking at an old picture of the flat, we can see early signs of disruption to the skirting, it 
should also be noted the cupboard against the wall reducing air circulation and ventilation. 
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Above is the final pair of joists in the recess. A blunt chisel was pushed onto the wood to test 
the structural integrity. As see above 1/3 of the left-hand joist has been damaged by rot. The 
right-hand joist has lost strength. These are the only joists damaged as a pair. Replacement 
of all damaged wood with treated timber is the British Research Establishment’s guideline. 
However, it allows for a risk assessment and practical consideration, see below. 

The red box represents the rough location of the above photo. The blue represents the 
joists. Cost of replacing the joists would also include lifting the floorboards and replacement 
of part of the ceiling below. However, the area is low risk as it is not habitually walked on, if 
ever, and the span is about 1/3rd of the room, yet 2/3rds of the strength remains. 
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Looking at the timbers from below we can see they look to be fine, no signs of dry rot 
spreading under the floor. 

 
The copper pipe is corroded this is a sign of high humidity with the void, under the floor. 
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Cause of dampness

 
There appear to be two sources of dampness, including penetrating damp to the left-hand 
corner to the door, where you report that water has recently started dripping when it rains. 

 
The dry rot started over three years ago, so we cannot be sure of the source, however the 
most common source to affect skirting boards is condensation. The bedroom has four 
external sides, including the ceiling, is next to an unvented bathroom, has no ventilation 
other than the window and has a cold steel joist above the chimney breast. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
There is no dry rot to the ground floor. There are signs of penetrating damp and 
condensation to the kitchen. There is inactive dry rot to the first floor.  
 
The rotten skirting board should be replaced with pre-treated wood. Excess humidity should 
be dealt, with see recommendation.  

 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Our recommendations address items identified in our survey as areas of sufficient concern 
that they must be undertaken to further mitigate the risk of damp. In line with every 
property, we recommend ongoing observation, repair and a periodic programme of 
maintenance, including annual clearing of gutters, repainting, repointing and noting of 
perimeter ground level and water-table fluctuations. 
 
No damp proofing work is required. If a builder, decorator or damp proofing company tries 
to convince you that your property needs damp proofing treatments – IT DOES NOT – please 
contact us. We are happy to return. 
 
Ground floor - solid floor  
Remove skirting to check whether the plaster has been extended down to the floor level. If it 
is then simply remove the first 10 – 20mm above the floor, to break the plaster ability to 
draw up moisture. This can be done with an angle grinder or chisel – but be care to ensure 
there are no electrics or water pipes – from a safety perspective it’s worth turning the local 
electrical fuse off. 
 
Actions to reduce excess humidity 
Generic information and actions discussed during the survey has been placed in the 
following online page; 
https://dampsurveys.com/condensation please read it along with this report. 
 
The main recommendation, also in generic information above is, use a modern thermostat, 
Hive or Nest so that there is a constant temperature above 10˚C. Monitor humidity and 
temperatures fluctuations refer to mouldpoint.co.uk for calculating risk. An inexpensive 
humidity meter should include humidity maximum and temperature minimum readings, an 
example offer on many good online retailers is “ThermoPro TP50NEW”. Additionally; 
a. Kitchen ventilation should be installed and used. 
b. Clothes should not be dried indoors. 
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c. If the top of the chimney is open, then a vent should be place in the chimney breast, 
where the fireplace would have been. Chimney breasts are ideal for quiet constant 
ventilation out. 

 
Dry rot 
The dry rot appears to be inactive and you report no change over three years. Therefore, in a 
sense nothing needs to be done other than stop further dampness and monitor the timber 
for signs of dry rot. However, it would be wise to remove the damaged skirting boards and 
replace them with pre-treated boards. As a belt and braces, take away all evidence of fungus 
and paint any timber to be retained such as joist ends, with fungicide such as sodium 
octaborate. Similarly, any floorboards you wish to keep. 
 
Other actions 
• The flank wall will always be shaded and cold. It’s worth installing thermal insulating 

plaster board into the recesses (to insulate the cold walls either side of the chimney 
breasts). 

 
 
 
HEALTH AND SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS 
There are no health and safety issues resulting from damp.  

 
 
 
ONLINE REVIEWS 
Reviews are important for our business and future clients. Please leave feedback, preferably positive 
reviews. 
 

Google review 
https://cutt.ly/DampSurveyReview  
 
Trustpilot 
https://uk.trustpilot.com/evaluate/dampsurveys.com 
 
CheckaTrade 
https://www.checkatrade.com/GiveFeedback/?id=&Member=DampSurveysLtd 
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ONLINE RESOURCES 
We are constantly adding to online resources, YouTube and tweets. 
Do subscribe to @DampSurveys and @MouldPoint 
 

A. Understanding damp 
https://dampsurveys.com/understanding-damp/  
 

B. Identifying damp  
https://dampsurveys.com/identifying-damp/ 
 

C. Survey methodology 
 https://dampsurveys.com/survey-method/ 
 

D. Survey observations 
https://dampsurveys.com/survey-observations 
 

E. Tracing source of dampness 
https://dampsurveys.com/locating-damp/ 
 

F. Ongoing maintenance 
https://dampsurveys.com/identifying-damp/ 

 
 
 
LIMITATIONS  
Damp Surveys Ltd reports are designed to provide you with an informed independent expert 
opinion as to the condition of the property together with any recommendations for further 
investigation or remedial work. We do not warrantee any findings in this report unless we 
enter into a separate warrantee agreement with you. 
 
The survey was conducted during daylight hours. Damp will be more noticeable at night and 
when the weather is colder and more humid.  Gutters are more likely to fail when full of 
leaves and during periods of prolonged rain and adverse wind. We make best endeavours 
but cannot guarantee being able to identify all forms of damp, rot and insect infestation 
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affecting the property. We are happy to return and update our observations and advice at 
any time. 
 
We carried out a careful and thorough inspection of as much of the property as was 
accessible. However, when it is not possible to make a full inspection, we make a 
professional judgement about the likelihood of a defect being present. In certain 
circumstances, this may lead to a recommendation for further action to open up an area for 
further investigation. We are unable to see the whole roof, all the guttering and some of the 
drains. We were unable to inspect woodwork or other parts of the structure which are 
covered, unexposed or inaccessible, and are therefore unable to report that such parts of 
the property are free from defect. There were no obvious signs of damp resulting from these 
limitations.  
 
This report is for the sole use of XXXX for whom the survey was undertaken and can only be 
relied upon for 90 days from the survey date. Unless expressly stated otherwise in this 
report, nothing in this report confers or is intended to confer any rights on any third party 
pursuant to the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999. 

 
 
 
TERMS OF ENGAGEMENT 
Terms of Engagement 
1) You may cancel this contract with Damp Surveys Ltd at any time 24 hours before the time 
and day of the pre-arranged inspection.  
2) We may cancel this contract at any time including the day of the inspection if we 
determine after arriving on site, that it is unsafe or that we do not have sufficient skills to 
complete the exercise for you. In such a case, we will refund full payment less our travel 
expenses. 
 
3) You are engaging Damp Surveys Ltd, to undertake an inspection of the property in 
question at a pre-arranged time and the production of a report in a timely fashion 
thereafter. We will carefully and thoroughly inspect both the inside and outside of the 
property but NOT any outbuildings unless specifically requested to do so in writing. 
 
4) Before the inspection, but after the appointment has been made, we will undertake a 
desk top analysis of the property by checking various different websites and other 
information sources for details about the property and its location. 
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5) Terms of Payment – we only accept instructions after advance payment. 
 
6) Liability – our report is provided for your use only and may only be relied upon for 90 days 
from the survey date. Unless expressly stated otherwise in this report, nothing in this report 
confers or is intended to confer any rights on any third party pursuant to the Contracts 
(Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999. 
 
7) We are unable to inspect parts of the structure which are covered, unexposed or 
inaccessible, including lofts, without written permission to do so, and are therefore unable 
to report that such parts are free from defect. We may express a professional opinion as to 
the likelihood of damp.  
 
8) No disruptions will be made to the building’s fabric save for a few pin sized holes, left by a 
measuring device. Access hatches and inspection chamber lids will only be lifted where it is 
easily possible to do so. Floor coverings and furniture cannot be moved, unless we have the 
prior written consent of the property owner. Floor voids will only be inspected if access 
panels permit. If there is a covered area you particularly wish us to investigate, please 
ensure that the owner of the property gives us prior written permission to uncover it. 
 
9) We sometimes publish damp related images on websites to inform the public of damp, rot 
and the causes of damp and rot. We make every effort to ensure individual and corporate 
privacy is protected. 
 
Insurance 
For peace of mind, Damp Surveys Ltd have Public Liability insurance of £1,000,000 and 
Professional Indemnity insurance of £250,000 (annual aggregate) both through Hiscox. 


